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The Early Years
co-creates
early childhood programming with Indigenous communities 
across Canada to support parents and kids where it matters most
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RIGHT
AT 
HOME.

Talayna Montour in 
Maskwacis, Alberta.
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Chloe Ferguson, Director of 
the Early Years with 
the Right Honourable 
Paul Martin, founder of MFI.

We know that strong communities cultivate strong families 
and strong families nurture strong children.

Our 
Message

2021 was a year that changed so much about how we do our work. 
We learned just how much is and isn’t possible at a distance, and 
through a computer screen. With the generous support of our 
funding partners, and the guidance and insight of communities and 
community organizations, we have been able to rethink our future 
growth. 

The result is a new approach to Early Years 
programming. An approach that continues 
to be Indigenous led and comprehensive 
but that is more flexible, more responsive 
and more diverse in the ways the 
programming can be utilized in different 
contexts to meet different needs. 

The overarching mission of the program continues to be grounded in 
the certainty that Indigenous parents, and their broader communities, 
are their children’s first and most important teachers. This year we 
recognized how the needs of our partner organizations could be 
better met by our programming. 

Across the country, organizations are utilizing Early Years 
programming to amplify and enhance existing services and design 
programs that meet their service gaps when it comes to maternal 
well-being and early childhood. Communities know what is best 
for their families, and parents and caregivers know how to support 
their children when they have the tools. Our job is to ensure that 
organizations have what they need when they need it. We have 
witnessed the result when that support exists – organizations are 
more equipped to innovate and design programming that builds on 
feedback from front line staff and participants who are finding new 
and better ways to achieve their shared goals, every day. 

To this end, we have shifted our efforts and expanded our team to 
ensure we can walk alongside more community partners, with a 
greater understanding of how we can be most valuable.

We co-create responsive program models, adapt and 
develop culturally specific professional training, and 
create evaluation frameworks that ensure communities 
can collect, store and analyse data that tells their stories in 
meaningful ways. 

This has all been possible because of our supporters and partners, 
and on behalf of our whole team, we cannot thank you enough. 
Your support has meant that we can continue to strengthen 
organizations as they honour families and parents where it matters 
most  right at home.

Our Message

The MFI Early Years team 
gathered in Quebec earlier 
this year.
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Our  
Approach

Growing up 
happy, healthy and 
supported

The Early Years believes that First Nations, 
Inuit and Métis parents must be honoured 
and held up as their children’s first, most 
important and best teachers. The special 
connection a baby has with their caregivers 
builds resilience, creates a strong sense 
of identity and opens the door for lifelong 
learning.

Members of the MFI 
Early Years team, Rachel 

Buchanan, Kayli Avveduti 
and Jessica Hayden, joined 

the Yukon First Nation 
Education Directorate Early 

Years staff to deliver training 
in Whitehorse, Yukon. 

Bree Josie holds her daughter’s 
hands in Whitehorse, Yukon.

2 3

Starting prenatally, the Early 
Years supports Indigenous 
families in community with 
customizable programming 
that weaves together science-
based research, lived experience, 
common sense and traditional 
ways of knowing and being.

Our Approach2021
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The Martin Family Initiative (MFI) recognizes 
the inherent rights and distinctiveness of 
First Nations, Inuit and Métis people. We 
acknowledge the unacceptable reality of 
colonial and assimilationist policies, the 
systemic loss of Indigenous life, culture and 
language and its continued effects of social 
inequities. 

Whatever the needs of our partners, we are 
here to walk alongside Indigenous people, 
to move forward together towards building 
nurturing environments for generations to 
come. In one context, this means culturally 
relevant training for early childhood 
educators, in another it means supporting the 
implementation of a home visiting and group 
gathering program for local families. 

Addressing 
injustice

Every Indigenous child in Canada should grow up knowing who 
they are and just how much they can do.

Indigenous communities must have direct 
control over their own services. We are 
committed to working alongside communities, 
leadership, and governments as they navigate 
existing funding structures, create sustainable 
service infrastructure and develop early 
learning programs. 

The future of any society depends on its ability to nurture the 
healthy development of the next generation. By providing a 
variety of catalytic supports to Indigenous communities from 
the Yukon to Alberta to Nunavut, the Early Years is accelerating 
and amplifying their efforts in the process of change.

The Early Years model was created so that 
it could be adapted to suit the needs of 
individual communities and organizations, 
respond to specific cultural contexts and work 
hand in hand with strong programs already 
being offered. The content, implementation 
and evaluation of the Early Years program are 
grounded in Indigenous culture and the lived 
experience of children and families.

Innovating with 
Indigenous 
communities

Melissa Stevens in Toronto, 
Ontario holds her son. 

Honouring residential schools 
survivors and their families

YFNED Early Years staff 
participate in training in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.

Our Approach
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Maskwacis Early Years staff gather in Canmore, Alberta for professional and cultural development (above) and Pirurvik Preschool staff in Pond Inlet, Nunavut partake in training (below).

2021 
REVIEW
The last year has been a time of growth, 
adaptation and reflection for the Early Years. 

Faced with the persisting effects of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we have focused 
on forging connections, expanding our 
training offerings and constantly refining our 
collaborative approach so that we can best 
support communities as they explore new 
ways to meet their families needs. 

In 2021, four community organizations 
serving 10 individual communities 
implemented Early Years programming. In 
each case, a community-based advisory 
board made up of leadership and community 
members lead the program’s development. 

2021Annual Report 2021 Review
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1. Maskwacis Early Years staff 
gather in Canmore, Alberta 
for professional and cultural 
development.

2. Pirurvik Preschool staff in 
Pond Inlet, Nunavut partake in 
training. 

3. Aurora McIvor on the land in 
Ross River, Yukon. 

4. Julianna Lorenzana-Batisse 
in Toronto, Ontario holds her 
daughter.

1

2

3

4
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After months of truly enriching collaboration 
with the Yukon First Nation Education 
Directorate (YFNED), we are thrilled to 
celebrate the launch of their Early Years 
program. With headquarters in downtown 
Whitehorse and four rural communities, 
the program will serve urban Indigenous 
families as well as those in Ross River Dena 
Council, Selkirk First Nation, Vuntut Gwitchin 
First Nation and First Nation of Na-Cho Nyak 
Dun. After a number of pandemic-related 
delays, participants are now enrolling and the 
community-based staff who are newly trained 
as Early Years Visitors are eager to set out on 
this journey together with families. 

Relationship 
building

Alanah McLaren in 
Whitehorse, Yukon holds her 

daughter.

Rebecca LaRiviere, Early Learning and 
Child Care Lead on the MFI Early Years 
team, explores a program resource-the 
Early Years Toolbox Guide adapted for 

the Yukon. 

In the spring of 2021, an inquiry from Native 
Child and Family Services of Toronto (NCFST) 
launched an exciting period of exchange and 
discovery. 

NCFST—a multi-service Indigenous agency 
with existing holistic family and early 
childhood programming—expressed a 
desire to use Early Years learning resources. 
With boundless creativity, the NCFST team 
identified areas to enrich with Early Years 
materials; the Early Years Toolbox will 
support mothers in the Mdewgaan Lodge, for 
instance, while our 45-hour training course 
will become a part of employment readiness 
programming. 

Content co-creation is underway and we are 
grateful to work with such incredible partners. 

and then...

Native Child and Family Services of Toronto 
programming imagery. 

Melissa Stevens in Toronto, 
Ontario plays with her son. 

Review
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A focus on training 
In 2021 the Early Years Curriculum and 
Training team, working closely with our 
partners, added an unprecedented amount 
of culturally adapted materials to our suite of 
learning resources. From an interactive online 
training course to a mindfulness journal 
for expectant mothers, the Early Years is 
honoured to offer communities co-created 
resources in which they can see themselves 
represented. 

Staff explore the 
Early Years Mindfulness 
Journal, a program resource 
developed for expectant 
moms. 

Maskwacis Early Years 
Toolbox (above)  Pirurvik 

Preschool Toolbox (below)

The Early Years Toolbox is ready for use 
in the Yukon. The result of a synergetic 

adaptation process, illustrations 
representing the beauty, strength 

and uniqueness of children and 
families from community 

enrich the early childhood 
development information 

communicated by the 
cards. The Toolbox 

has been vetted 
by community 
members—a crucial 
step to ensure that 

participants, Visitors, 
educators and anyone else using the cards 
can really feel ownership and pride in them.

Staff explore the YFNED Toolbox.

Meaningful Moments

The Toolbox, a foundational Early Years resource, consists 
of over 150 illustrated cards. Each touches on an aspect 
of child development that facilitates intentional learning 
opportunities and meaningful interactions with children.

Review

Yukon First Nation Education 
Directorate Toolbox 

Illustrations (above) support 
nurturing caregiving within a 

cultural context.
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In 2021, Understanding the Early Years 
(EY-1) was adapted for use in the Yukon, 
Nunavut and Toronto. EY-1 is an original 
45-hour introductory course that equips 
professionals working with young children 
and families with a strong understanding of 
early development. 

The course weaves together community-
based expertise with current evidence 
about healthy child development. The 
original course, by Red River College 
and Dr. Margo Greenwood, centers the 
voices of community Elders, Knowledge 
Keepers and other experts and builds 
upon learners’ experiential knowledge as 
parents, caregivers, family and community 
members. Over 20 community Elders and 
Knowledge Keepers have contributed their 
expertise and wisdom through video and 
oral recordings. This input is important. 

Staff explores the YFNED 
training course outline.

Regalee Ootook in Pond 
Inlet, Nunavut participates in 
training. 

We were also pleased to facilitate an asynchronous online course 
delivery model for a variety of learners across the country. More than 
35 new learners completed the training course in 2021. In particular, 
it was delivered in a hybrid format to numerous cohorts of Visitors 
in the Maskwacis Health Services Early Years as well as to Head Start 
staff from Louis Bull Tribe, Ermineskin Cree Nation and Pigeon Lake. 
Experienced staff in Alberta—Maskwacis Health Services launched 
the Maskwacis Early Years in 2018—have led complementary peer 
mentorship circles open to all early learning professionals in the four 
First Nations of Maskwacis.

“We feel more comfortable when we are listening to 
our own Elders in our community and their stories, 
and listening to the advice that they have to give to 
us.” 

Elder and Knowledge Keeper Sophie Bruno in 
Maskwacis, Alberta shares knowledge with learners 

taking the Maskwacis Early Years online training. 

Vanessa Wolfe in Maskwacis, Alberta wraps her 
daughter (above).

Rachel Buchanan, Training and Development 
Manager with the MFI Early Years team supports 

communities to develop culturally specific training 
and professional development opportunities (below).

Christy Crane, Early Years Preschool Coordinator
Maskwacis, Alberta

2021Annual Report 2021 Review
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Tracking progress 
Within the Early Years, evaluation refers to the process of collecting data on program design, 
activities and results in order to learn, improve and demonstrate impact. 

We do this with the Impact database, a highly user-friendly case management and custom 
evaluation tool that MFI led the development of in 2020. It has been created for the purposes 
of supporting delivery and ongoing evaluation of the Early Years. 
Over the last year, the database supported community-based staff 
to manage their caseloads, better track work and receive more 
personalised support from supervisors. The Impact database 
facilitates quicker and improved data collection and analysis, which 
matters. With this information we can learn, reassess, grow, tell 
accurate stories and ultimately serve families better.

In 2021, the Early Years continued to support community-based 
evaluation capacity, with customised evaluation frameworks based 
upon communities’ specific goals for child and family well-being. 
Having collaborated with the YFNED on a customized evaluation that 
is reflective of its priorities, we offer ongoing support through staff 
training and the creation of regular program reports.

Janoah Willsie, Evaluation 
Coordinator for the MFI 

Early Years team develops 
context specific evaluation 
tools (pictured below) with 

community partners. 

Elder and Knowledge Keeper 
Phyllis Rattlesnake sings to 

her great granddaughter in 
Maskwacis, Alberta.

While 2021 made us rethink many things—
from the way we build relationships to how we deliver 
training and measure impact—

it also unlocked new opportunities for our work.
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MASKWACIS 
HEALTH SERVICES
Maskwacis, Alberta

Program design 

Professional development 

Data management 

Community gatherings 

Preschool programming 

Culturally adapted resources

YUKON FIRST NATION 
EDUCATION DIRECTORATE 

Whitehorse, Yukon

Program design 

Professional development 

Data management 

Community gatherings 

Culturally adapted resources 

Early Years Across Canada
The Early Years supports communities in the cultural adaptation and implementation of family-centred programmatic activities 
and resources. Each community organization has designed programs and utilized programming elements that best meet their 
needs and service gaps.

PIRURVIK PRESCHOOL SOCIETY
Pond Inlet, Nunavut

Program design 

Community gatherings 

Culturally adapted resources

NATIVE CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF TORONTO
Toronto, Ontario

Professional development 

Culturally adapted resources

Early Years
Across Canada
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Our Principles2021

Indigenous 
communities 

know better 
than anyone what 

is  best for their 
chi ldren. 

Recogniz ing that there is 
no one solut ion ,  the Ear l y 

Years ’  approach focuses 
on f lex ib le inf ras truc ture, 

t rus t ful  re lat ionships and 
col laborat i ve ef for t s that can 

sus tain change and cont inue to 
evolve.

Communities are not one size fits all Catalyzing local strengths

With a var iet y 
of  cata l y t ic 

suppor t s ,  we 
accelerate and 

ampl i f y  ef for t s 
that are a lready 

under way. 

We bel ieve that 
chi ldren,  youth , 

fami l ies and 
communi t ies have the 

s treng ths ,  the resources 
and the abi l i t y  to confront 

adversi t y ;  we s tar t  there.

Following the community’s lead 

We know 
that the 

long- term 
success and 

sus tainabi l i t y 
of  the Ear l y 

Years depends 
on communi t ies ’  

ownership of  the 
program, conf ident 

that i t  ref lec t s their 
unique cul ture and 

aspirat ions for helping 
their  people,  chi ldren 

and fami l ies thr i ve.

Adapting and responding

Ever y 
communi t y is 

unique and no 
one-size -f i t s-a l l 

so lut ion wi l l  be 
success ful . 

We are commit ted 
to learning what 

work s and what 
does not ,  for whom 

and why by bui ld ing 
trus t ing re lat ionships 

and remaining f lex ib le 
throughout the 

development process .

Applying inclusive research 

We make 
decis ions 

based on 
the prac t ica l 

appl icat ion of 
the bes t inc lusi ve 

research and 
relevant knowledge. 

This means the 
lates t  sc ient i f ic 

ev idence paired wi th 
the knowledge of 

prac t i t ioners ,  common 
sense and Indigenous ways 

of  knowing and being.  

Our Principles

A cut t ing-edge, 
cus tomizable 

case and data 
management 

s ys tem prov ides 
communi t ies w i th 

another way to see 
the program’s impac t . 

With quantifiable 
proof of the benefits to 

their people, community 
leadership can connect with 

relevant funding streams and 
ensure the program's future. 

Measuring impact 

The MFI Early Years team gathered to welcome new team 
members and set priorities in Montreal, Quebec

18
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“There’s great diversity in 

our communities. 

Our families deserve 

the right of choice. 

What’s unique about the 

Early Years is that each 

community drives 

its own program.”

Margo Greenwood
Academic Leader of The National Collaborating Centre for Indigenous Health

Grandmother Jenny Caesar 
in Ross River, Yukon, with her 
grandson.

Partner 
Spotlight 
Steered by the Chiefs Committee on 
Education, the Yukon First Nation Education 
Directorate (YFNED) was launched in the 
summer of 2020 in response to the long 
overdue need for unified control over First 
Nations education in the territory. YFNED 
is dedicated to capacity-building, systems 
and resources development, second-
level educational programs and services 
enhancement and learner supports. 

YFNED advances First Nations decision-making 
and aspirations for control over education, 
providing technical support, research and 
advice for Framework Agreement processes 
and advocates for First Nation student success 
across the system. With the introduction of 
the Early Years to YFNED programming, they 
are now addressing children’s needs even 
earlier, at the very beginning of life.

Shaping 
the program 
together

Partner Spotlight2021

Kluane Lake, Yukon

Kayli Avveduti, Program Design and Operations 
Manager with the MFI Early Years team and 

YFNED staff member Olivia Thompson discuss 
programming in Whitehorse, Yukon.

“One-size-fits-all programs don’t work well within the Indigenous mosaic 
of Canada. It is important to adapt programs to meet the distinct culture 
and values of each region. Equally, being able to adapt the program to the 
distinct operational needs of each organization allows YFNED to shape the 
Early Years program to work efficiently within our greater organization.” 

The newly launched YFNED Early Years 
program—which will comprise of home 
visiting, group gatherings and family drop-ins 
in a dedicated space—is the fruit of a long co-
development period. 

As Audrey-Ann Martin, YFNED Early Years 
Program Manager explains, MFI “encourages 
us to put forward the experience and 
knowledge that already exists in our 
communities.” This process is the strength of 
the Early Years model. 

Melanie Bennett
YFNED Executive Director

Annual Report 2021
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Connecting 
with rural 
communities
While the program hub is located in 
Whitehorse, the program has been adapted 
to and is being implemented in the unique 
community contexts of Ross River Dena 
Council, Selkirk First Nation, First Nation 
of Na-Cho Nyak Dun and Vuntut Gwitchin 
First Nation. The YFNED Early Years Rural 
Coordinator Mary-Jane Oliver explains the 
importance of rural community engagement 
as being intrinsic to successful programming, 

“Many different things make this program unique and different from the 
other ones! It is Indigenous focused, it starts from the parents’ needs and 
it is there to remind them that they can believe in themselves and that they 
already are the best teachers for their children. The Toolbox cards are also 
amazing “conversation starters” with families … the cards remind them of 
personal stories and memories. The parents feel so happy and proud to share 
these stories with us. We are grateful for that.” 

Tombstone Region, Yukon

Bree Josie in Whitehorse, 
Yukon holds her daughter. Audrey-Ann Martin

YFNED Early Years Program Manager

Aerial 
Turquoise River, Yukon

“Rural engagement to me here in the Yukon is pretty 
important because if you don’t have engagement, if you 
don’t have that relationship with the community in which 
the program is in, it will not be successful.” 

Mary-Jane speaks to the necessity of building 
trust from day one, and the importance of 
rural First Nations hiring Visitors who are 
from their communities, which goes a long 
way in establishing programs that community 
members identify with. As the Rural 
Coordinator based out of YFNED, she travels 
to rural communities to provide in person 
support on a regular basis while maintaining 
communication virtually when she is not in 
community. Her role with community-based 
staff, she explains “is not to supervise them, 
but just to provide that guidance, and support 
as needed – to walk alongside our Visitors 
just as they walk alongside parents to guide 

and help them.” She notes that program staff 
in the rural communities have begun to build 
a network of communication amongst each 
other, connecting regularly to share ideas and 
problem solve when something isn’t working. 

The role of YFNED and MFI, according to 
Mary-Jane, is to continue to build a team 
of support around the rural First Nation 
community partners served by the YFNED as 
they build, develop and bring the program 
to their communities, meeting their unique 
needs with a strong team behind them all the 
way.

Strengthening
partnership
With Visitors trained and meeting 
families at the Early Years building 
in Whitehorse, and in community 
spaces in the rural communities, 
children, mothers, fathers, and 
other caregivers are already 
gaining confidence and strength 
through involvement in the 
program. 

As the program grows, the MFI 
Early Years team continues to 
provide support in, as Melanie 
explains, “true partnership with 
YFNED’s Yukon-based Early Years 
program, including customized 
materials and resources, 
thorough training and policy 
support, plus communications 
and strategic planning that is 
truly collaborative.” Our team is 
privileged to contribute to YFNED’s 
wraparound approach and walk 
with them as they achieve their 
goal of integrating supports 
for Indigenous children, from 
pregnancy until adulthood.

YFNED Early Years staff in 
Whitehorse, Yukon

Mary-Jane Oliver
YFNED Early Years Rural Coordinator

Partner Spotlight
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Community
In Focus
Maskwacis, Alberta
In 2018, Maskwacis Health Services (MHS) was 
the first Indigenous organisation to launch 
an Early Years program in Ermineskin Cree 
Nation, one of the four Nations that make 
up Maskwacis. Since then, the Maskwacis 
Early Years has been going from strength to 
strength, never ceasing to adapt and innovate 
to meet the needs of families and children, 
many of whom have now been in the program 
from birth to preschool!

Led by Heather Downie, Program Manager, 
a growing team of community-based staff 
visit families, who are either expecting or 
have new babies, once a week until the child 
is 12 months old and then every other week 
until the child turns two. This is quality time; 
there is no formula for how it should look. 
The Maskwacis Early Years meets parents and 
caregivers where they are on their journey 
and helps with what is needed, whether that’s 
information, supplies, transportation, cultural 
knowledge, referrals or a sympathetic ear. 

“It’s really important for people to have a good sense of ownership of programs 
that are going to be affecting generations to come. Because we’re not only 
working with people who are in the program, we’re creating the foundation for 
people who are yet unborn.” 

right at home.

A space 
to come 
together 
The Maskwacis program boasts a thoughtfully 
designed, dedicated Early Years building 
in Ermineskin Cree Nation. With space for 
offices, cooking and sharing a meal, sewing 
and beading and, perhaps most importantly, 
playing and gathering, the building is a 
veritable hub of activity in the community. 
While fluctuating public health restrictions 
limited the ways in which the space could 
be used in 2021, we and the team on the 
ground are eagerly anticipating the return of 
weekly group gatherings and sharing circles. 
Open to all participants and anyone curious 
about the program, these events create social 
connections while exploring topics such 
as traditional childrearing practices, rattle-
making, baby feeding and more.

Charlene Rattlesnake (Wapikeesigooikway)
Maskwacis Early Years Family and Cultural Coordinator

25

2021 Community In Focus

Baby yoga, berry picking, 
sharing of knowledge about 
traditional medicines(left) and 
drumming (below) are some 
activities that are part of the 
Maskwacis Early Years program. 

Tipis are used as a space 
for group gatherings and 
one on one visits outside 
the Early Years building in 
Maskwacis, Alberta
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This year Maskwacis...

Employed

 22
community
members

 2,980
Connections with families

Delivered to families

 1,394
healthy grocery bags

2,284
books for children

and...

113
new families 

joined the program

Recognized

6x
higher

immunization rates 
for children within 

the program

Community In Focus

The Maskwacis Early Years program building is used for group gatherings and staff 
office space. Program vehicles provide both staff and participants transportation 
(pictured above).
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“I think it’s important to actually consult with the Elders, because they are our 
Knowledge Keepers and we have to keep that going. They have to be involved 
in every step of the way, in the planning all the way through to evaluation … 
we can’t do anything unless they are consulted.”

Those are the words of Charlene Rattlesnake 
(Wapikeesigooikway) Family and Cultural 

Coordinator, who for over two years now has 
worked devotedly to make that knowledge 

accessible to Early Years families.

In 2021, Charlene organised a cultural camp, 
oversaw the building of cultural spaces for 

ceremonies such as sweats and Sharing 
Circles, and convened an Elders Advisory 
Committee. Charlene is passionate about 

opening up ways for people to reconnect with 
their culture. 

The program in Maskwacis facilitates the 
sharing of cultural knowledge and ceremony, 
careful to help everyone feel comfortable, 
while creating as many opportunities as 
possible for knowledge to be passed on. 
In this way, as Charlene explains, staff and 
participants “can carry on these ways or at 
least teachings for, not only the people that 
are pregnant in the program right now and 
not only the next generation, but hopefully it 
will flow into a couple generations from now.”

Cree language blocks developed to support 
language programming in Maskwacis, Alberta 

were guided by Elders including Mary Jane 
Littlechild (above) and Betty Simon (below) in 

Maskwacis, Alberta.

A newly built cultural 
building in Maskwacis 

supports the sharing of 
cultural knowledge and 

ceremony. 

Charlene Rattlesnake (Wapikeesigooikway) (pictured left)

“Being able to build 
on cultural knowledge. 
That’s what’s going 
to create healthier 
families.”

Community In Focus

Traditional rattles made 
by dads at the Maskwacis 

Early Years program (above), 
and a baby (right) plays 

with a traditional drum at 
the Maskwacis Early Years 

building.
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Removing barriers 
to early childhood 
education 
2021 saw the launch of the second phase of 
the Maskwacis Early Years, with the first eight-
week Get Ready for Preschool programs 
held at the program building in Ermineskin as 
well as at Pigeon Lake, a community where 
many Maskwacis families live, 45 minutes 
west of Maskwacis. 

Conceived by Rebecca LaRiviere, MFI’s Early 
Learning and Childcare Lead, and run in situ 
by Christy Crane, Preschool Coordinator, 
Get Ready for Preschool builds bridges for 
families. Rebecca explains, “The communities 
have Aboriginal Head Starts and daycares. 
We are not trying to replicate services … the 
goal is to ease the transition—for parents as 
well as children—from early learning at home 
to early learning in the context of a centre.” 
With staff in the communities’ Aboriginal 
Head Start facilities now trained in the same 
foundational course as Early Years Visitors 
(a collaborative initiative also begun in 2021), 
this continuum of care for children can 
stretch even wider. 

After long pandemic-related delays, the 
first Get Ready for Preschool cohort of ten 
children gathered twice a week for four hours 
this June and July. Christy, excitedly welcomed 
the two to four-year-olds to the dedicated 
space, guiding them through educational play 
based on the principles of positive guidance, 
language development and consistency. For 
Christy, this consistency is crucial: “With the 
Early Years we keep it going. When we do 
work with families or other organizations it’s 
often like a one-day thing, a two-day thing. 
But this continues on.” Addressing topics 
such as separation anxiety and potty training 
is another way that she tackles some of the 
barriers that parents face when looking for 
childcare solutions.

Rebecca LaRiviere, Early 
Learning and Child Care Lead 
on the MFI Early Years team 
addresses the necessity of 
Indigenous led early childhood 
programs, in the online training. 

Cristy Crane, Preschool 
Coordinator for the 
Maskwacis Early Years with 
a participant in Maskwacis, 
Alberta as she graduates 
from the Get Ready for 
Preschool program. 

Artwork made by participants 
in the Early Years Get Ready 

for Preschool program in 
Maskwacis, Alberta.

A child play space in 
Maskwacis, Alberta is 

used for group gatherings 
(above), and displays 

artwork made by program 
participants (right).

Community In Focus
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How is 
progress 
measured?

Dr. Melissa Tremblay is a Métis scholar based 
at the Univerity of Alberta. Along with Dr. 
Bryan Kolb, she leads the research study that 
accompanies the first Early Years program in 
Maskwacis, Alberta. 

Dr. Tremblay speaks to the necessity of 
community grounded approaches to 
evaluation that prioritize the strengths of 
Indigenous children and families.

Dr. Tremblay (above)

Vanessa Wolfe (right) is the 
Evaluation Coordinator in 

Maskwacis, supporting staff 
in data collection. She is also 

an Early Years participant, 
pictured here with her 

daughter.

“Evaluation of  the  Early  Years  differs  from conventional evaluation and 
research processes  by  ultimately  being  community-led.  This  requires  a  
relational approach wherein community  and academic  partners  trust  one  
another  to  contribute equitably  to  our  research and evaluation  processes.”

“Indigenous control over the evaluation of community-based programs is 
critical. When community members direct the evaluation and research of 
initiatives that impact them, community experience and wisdom can integrally 
inform knowledge generation and mobilization.” 

What makes this evaluation process different?

Why is Indigenous control over this process important?

Community In Focus

What do you think the potential for this evaluation model is beyond Maskwacis? 

“There is immense potential for this evaluation model beyond Maskwacis 
and beyond the program itself. Research and evaluation approaches that 
are grounded in community and that prioritize relational accountability are 
critical for (1) disrupting longstanding colonial research and evaluation 
practices and policies which Indigenous communities have actively resisted, 
and (2) supporting Indigenous children and families to access their unlimited 
strengths.” 
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Next steps

Replicate 
the Ear l y  Years in 
mul t ip le Indigenous 
communi t y contex t s .

Expand 
curr iculum and 
training resources to 
be of fered v ir tual l y 
to ear l y  chi ldhood 
educators ,  connec t 
a nat ional  net work 
of  professionals and 
fac i l i tate t rans fer of 
knowledge.

   

Inform 
pol ic y t rans format ion 
to es tabl ish long 
term sus tainable 
funding oppor tuni t ies 
for Indigenous 
organizat ions focused 
on ear l y  learning and 
wel l -being.  

Ensure 
the ongoing 
sus tainabi l i t y  of 
Ear l y  Years programs 
and curr iculum and 
training oppor tuni t ies 
to promote equi table 
access for a l l  Indigenous 
communi t ies .

Next Steps
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The Early Years team 
gathered together in 

Montreal, Quebec.

Developing culturally and context-specific 
programming is a journey. The journey is 
grounded in relationship. The relationship 
seeks to establish priorities, identify 
obstacles, include multiple voices, create 
momentum, reflect, rework, implement new 
ideas and create an environment in which 
community-led transformation can flourish. 

On an annual basis, the MFI Early Years team 
takes the time to gather and evaluate whether 
we are headed in the right direction. We take 
the opportunity to reflect on progress to 
date, challenges encountered, and evolution 
that needs to take place.

This year more than any other, reminded 
each of us that there is no map to show us 
the way. From remote work conditions to 
changing travel restrictions, while many of our 
environments changed, this year deepened 
our understanding that the direction is not 
ours to set. We will continue to follow the 
lead of community partners on the journey 
towards equal opportunities for their 
children.

Because when it comes to Indigenous children 
and families, there is no moment more 
important or urgent than this one.

The journey starts here.

Next Steps
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Taylor Murray
Financial Controller

Jessica Hayden
Associate Director

Chloe Ferguson 
Director

Jane  Casson
Production and 
Communications

Our 
team

Maria Biondi
Production and 
Communications

Rachel Pacione
Professional Learning 
Network Coordinator

Rachel Buchanan
Training and Development 
Manager

Rebecca LaRiviere
Early Learning and 
Childcare Lead

Kayli Avveduti 
Program Design and 
Operations Manager

Matthew Zammit-Maempel
Operations Coordinator

Janoah Willsie 
Evaluation Coordinator

Carly Brooks
Curriculum Writer

From Vancouver to Winnipeg 
and from Ottawa to 

Saint John, our team is made up 
of Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous Canadians 
who believe in concrete action 

towards transformative 
social change. 

Our Team
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“It’s a support system. If you look at a group 
of trees, they’re only as strong as all of the trees 
around them… 

Our 
thanks

Dr. Barbara Fallon / Associate Professor
Factor-Inwentash Chair in Child Welfare / 
Associate Dean Research / U Toronto 

Dr. Margo Greenwood / Academic Leader 
of the National Collaborating Centre for 
Indigenous Health / Professor U Northern 
British Columbia 

Carolyne Neufeld / Executive Director 
Aboriginal Health / Fraser Health 

Annette Bruised Head / M.Ed. Division 
Principal for First Nation, Métis and Inuit 
Education & Programming / Holy Spirit School 
Division

We are grateful to 
be supported by an 

External Advisory 
Committee who provide 

ongoing guidance to 
situate the Early Years 
in the evolving socio- 

political landscape 
related to Indigenous 
children and families. 

Maskwacis Health 
Services

Maskwacis 
Education Schools 
Commission

Yukon First 
Nation Education 
Directorate

Native Child and 
Family Services of 
Toronto

Pirurvik Preschool 
Society

Ilitaqsiniq (Nunavut 
Literacy Council)

Aqqiumavvik (Arviat 
Wellness Society)

National 
Collaborating 
Centre for 
Indigenous Health

University of 
Lethbridge 
Department of 
Neuroscience 

University of 
Alberta Department 
of Educational 
Psychology 

University of 
Toronto Factor-
Inwentash Faculty of 
Social Work 

Red River College 
School of Health 
Sciences and 
Community Services 

Queen’s University 
Faculty of Health 
Sciences

The Hospital for 
Sick Children 
Centre for Brain & 
Mental Health

Parents need that network and root system.”
Melanie Bennett, YFNED Executive Director

The  Early 
Years team  is 

strengthened by 
academic partners 

and Indigenous 
organizations. 

Our Thanks
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The support of 
the Pathy Family 

Foundation is 
strengthening the 

core activities of the 
MFI Early Years team.

The first Early Years 
pilot project was made 

possible with the 
support of the Brain 
Canada Foundation 
through the Canada 

Brain Research Fund, 
with the financial 

support of Health 
Canada.

Flanagan 
Foundation

The support of the 
Flanagan Foundation 

has enabled the 
creation of context 

specific program 
materials that 

centralize language 
and culture.

The support of the 
Azrieli Foundation 

is strengthening the 
core activities of 

the MFI Early Years 
team.

Thank you 
to our extraordinary 

partners who believe in 
the power and potential 

of families. 

The support of 
Johnson Scholarship 
Foundation has 
enhanced the 
development and 
dissemination of 
the Early Years 
online learning 
opportunities.

The support of 
the Margaret and 
Wallace McCain 
Family Foundation 
continues to 
enhance the training 
opportunities 
available to early 
childhood educators 
through the Early 
Years.

The support of 
the Larry and Judy 
Tanenbaum Family 
Foundation is 
strengthening the 
core activities of the 
MFI Early Years team.

The support of an 
anonymous donation 
is establishing a virtual 
learning portal to 
connect early learning 
professionals, enhance 
training opportunities, 
and share practices.

The support of the 
David and Faye 
Sobey Foundation 
is facilitating the 
development of the 
Early Years in Nova 
Scotia.

David & Faye Sobey 
Foundation

Anonymous 
Donor

Our Thanks
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